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veins of pure quartz in the rock, often gives out and has to ly buried up in the year 79, nearly 1,800 years ago, by ashes 
be repaired. Owing to the restricted area of the tunnels from the neighboring volcano of Vesuvius. The ruins of 
and galleries, the work of excavation was almost exclusive- the city were rediscovered in 1748. 

buildings, and apparatus required to make the Astral oil 
and other illuminating and lubricating oils. 

The Elaine Oil Company exhibit, under the name of pe
trozcene. a greenish, odorless, solid substance with crystal
line fracture somewhat like paraffin This, they state, is a 
new product of petroleum, and exactly what it is we are un
able at present writing to say. In another place the same 

ly that denominated heading, without the advantage of en· • I .... 

largement. The rock, after being blasted, was lifted by CHEMICALS AT THE CENTENNIAL. 
hand into a box resting on a truck car, which was run down 
to the place upon It rail track, and thence drawn by a mule 
to the shaft, where the box was hoisted by a derrick and its 
contents emptied into the dump cars, to be rolled away and 
deposited in the pile. Calling the cost of blasting and re
moving one cubic yard $1.00, the following gives the pro
portion of each item of expenditure: 

Blasting . ........................................................ 0.46 

ilo"i�tfn':i���� ���� �.�. ���:�: ::::: ::::::::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: 8:66 
ric:r.k!Li.::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::: H! 

$1.00 

The work of excavation having been finished, the drills 
were set to work perforating the roof and piers with holes 
to receive the final charges which are to explode the mine. 
These holes were made from two to t,hree inches in diame
ter, and from six to ten feet apart, and their average depth 
was about nine feet. The size of the holes and their direction 
and distances apart were made to vary according to the char· 
acter of the rock to be broken. The drilling of these holes 
up into the roof of the mine soon increased the leakage of 
water into the works from 300 gallons per minute to 500, it 
being impossible to avoid tapping a seam occasionally. 
Many of the holes that were found to be leaking were 
plugged up temporarily, and the leakage thus reduced. The 
outside gallery and the No. 4 heading were deepened so 
as to concentrate all the leakage, and cause it to flow to the 
shaft end of that heading, where the pumps were placed. 

THE COST OF THE WORK. 

The following shows the amount of the appropriations 
made by Congress \l8.Ch year for -the Hell Gate and East 
River improvement, and the whole amount expended up to 
the date of the last report of General Newton to the chief 
engineer: 

t!jL)//\\////1;\il����::::::::::::::::::::::<:$:�:� 
Amount expended, $1,434,1:19.99. 

Since this report was made, Congress has appropriated 
$250,000. 
Totsl amount of appropriations to date ...... .... ... ........ ..... .. $1.940.000.CO 

I�ttk:r.;g':,��te;n�:;,e1.,tt��utt�S��ilr8
��ork· of' improvio'g Heli 1 ,6 86. 841. 45 

Gate and the East filver .. ................... .................... 5.189.120.00 

Care has been talren to test the various kinds of explo. 
sives. Up to the middle of 1874, nitro-glycerin had been 
principally used for blasting purposes. Several hundred 
Ibs. of mica powder were then tried, some giant powder, 
several thousand Ibs. of rendrock, and later considerable 
vulcan powder was used. All of these are lIitro-glycerin 
compounds. Neither of them was found to be as powerful 
as the glycerin itself ; but it was repeatedly demonstrated 
that, with 10 ozs. of rendrock or vulcan powder, they could 
br�ak as much rock as they formerly did with 8 ozs. of 
nitro.glycerin, while the cost per lb. was less than one half 
that of the glycerin. 

THE FINAL EXPLOSION. 

The blast is to be effected by 96 batteries of 10 cells each, 
which are to be placed in a bombproof structure. The cells 
are charged with the fluid known as electropoion and bi
chromate of potash in dilute sulphuric acid. The zinc and 
carbon plates are 4x6 inches, and oppose an area when low
ered into the fluid of 40 square inches each. The cells are 
connected for intensity, about 42 of them forming one bat 
tery, the intensity of which is sufficient to ignite simultan
eously one set, consisting of eight groups of 20 fuses in con 
tinuous circuit, equivalent to 160 fuses. There are. in all, 
23 sets to be exploded by 23 such batteries. In order to en 
sure the simultaneous explosion of these 23 times 160 fuses, 
a novel apparatus will be interposed into the circuit of each 
of these independent sets. The apparatus consists of a grav
ity circuit closer, a brass pin closing the open circuit when 
the batteries are lowered down, after the charging of the 
mines is finished, by dropping into a cup filled with mer
cury, both brass cup and pin being part of the circuit. It 
is understood that there are 23 brass pins and as many mer
cury cups in the instrument forming the circuit closer. 
The simultaneous explosion of all the mines will hence, if 
no accident changes the programme, be accomplished in the 
following way: After the wires are connected with the 
poles of the battery, and the brass pin and cup respectively, 
the plate containing the brass pin is to be lifted and held by 
a cord containing the fuse, the destruction of which, by a sep
arate battery, will cause the closing of the circuit by the 
contact of the brass pins with the mercury in the cups, and 
the explosion must follow. It is appointed to take place on 
Thursday, September 21. 

.1.1 ... 

Dlscovcry at Pompcl1. 

A discovery has been made at Pompeii, consisting of a 
number of objects of gold and silver, and close to them the 
carbonized skeletons of two men, who would seem to have 
been borne down in the storm of ashes while endeavouring to 
escape with their valuables or plunder. Among the articles 
found are eight rings, six pieces of money, two pairs of ear
rings, two large armlets, each ornamented with thirteen 
pai!-,s of half globes, with little shells upon them, held to
gether by chain work, and a necklace of chainwork, all of 
gold; a silver ring, 332 pieces of silver money, a CIU8e1'Ole of 
the same material broken in pieces, and three large bronze 
coins. 

The city of Pompeii, it will be remembered, was complete-

THE AMERICAN EXHIBIT. 

Not only does America occupy a great deal more space company have a working model of an oil well with a pump 
with her chemicals, as with nearly every thing else, than run by clockwork, and this conveys a good idea of this most 
any other country. but the display is more gorgeous and important branch of American industry. 
imposing. Large and handsome, we shall see whether it poss- One of the best displays of alum is the alum cave exhibit
esses as much intrnisic value and excites as much deep scien- ed by the Philadelphia Salt Manufacturing Company, Phila
tific interest as that of Germany, directly opposite. delphia. This immense cake of alum is said to weigh nine 

Powers & Weightman, of Philadelphia, make the finest tuns. In the same case is a large mass of cryolite, a fluor
display of all the manufacturing chemists. In a little ide of aluminum and sodium, chiefly imported from Green
pal�ce erected in a conspicuous spot on the transept or cros/! land, this company having a monopoly of all the cryolite 
aisle, they exhibit the costly medicinal alkaloids by the brought from there. They exhibit models of the Esqui· 
bushel. and poisonous ones in quantities sufficient to de- maux fishing boats, and of the cabins built of blocks of ice 
stroy a city. The most beautiful things, however, that they and moss, the ice being represented in the model by blocks 
show are two large dishes of crystallized nitrate of ammon- of wood. This company also exhibits alumina, alum Iyes, 
ia, the salt from which nitrous oxide is prepared. Then chloride of calcium, and soda. 
come beautiful crystals of caffeine, of nitrate of silver, of Directly opposite we see another beautiful alum cave, 

,tartaric and citric acids, and other more common substances. with its stalactites of crystals, and on either side tall monu
In the center of this little palace is a cake of crystallized ments of concentrated alum and sulphate qf alumina, while 
alum, as tall, almost, as a man, with openings cut through round about are large and fine crystals of nitrate of lead and 
to shpw the beautiful interior. But these exhibitors, we other salts. These constitute the exhibit of the Tacony 
shall fiI!d, �re not so far ahead in the display of alum as Chemical Works, Philadelphia. 
they are .in some qf the more costly but less showy speci- If alum seems omnipresent in the chemical section, what 
mens, like lithium salts, tannate and ferrocyanide of quin- shall we say of acetic acid and its salts that greet us at 
ine, bromide and iodide of iron, mono bromide of camphor, every turn? We have referred to it several times already in 
nitrite of amyl, nitrate of cerium, codeia, prussic acid, and connection with other exhibits. Browning & Brothers, 
opium and its alkaloids, with numerous salts of each. The Philadelphia, exhibit pyroligneous acid and a series of ace
display reflects great credit on the enterprising firm which tates, as also dye wood and naphtha. H. J. Baker & Broth
sent it there. ers exhibit this acid along with campbor, saltpeter, and bo-

The next display on the right of this is that of Rosen- rax. A prettier display is that of O. S. Follett, New York. 
garten & Sons, of Philadelphia, second only in size to that of acetic acid, vinegar, chloroform, and fine large crystal 
before described, and like that deriving its chief interest masses of sugar of lead. 
from the large quantities of the alkaloids and their salts ex- The Philadelphia Quartz Company make a good show of 
hibited. We also noticed several rare preparations, such as water glass, dry and in solution of various strengths, for dif. 
iodide of manganese. subsulphate of iron, sulpocarbonate of ferent purposes. Its use in cleaning the cotton waste used 
potassium and of ammonium, etc. for rubbing off machinery was forcibly illustrated by the 

Adjoining this, again. is a very prettily arranged exhibit exhibition of quantities of the waste before and after treat· 
of oils in numerous tall bottles on an elevated stand. 'fhey ment with water glass. 
embrace natural, mineral, vegetable, and animal OilD for com- The only exhibit of cream of tartar and argols that we 
mercial, chemical, and medicinal purposes, and are exhibit- saw was by the well known importers Dreyfuss & Co., 
ed by F. S. Peasfl, of Buffa'o, N, Y. Next follows a good New York. H. Bower, Philadelphia, exhibited the largest, 
display of camphor, by William F. Simes & Son, of Phila- if not the only, mass of crystallized ferrocyanide of potas
delphia, and near this again an exhibit of paints by Charles sium, also small specimens of sulphate of ammonia and the 
Moser & Co., of Cincinnati, O. And here we may note, in fatty acids. Savage, Ke, ser, & Stovell, of Philadelphia, ex
passing, that, from the very nature of the exhibit, paints and hibit tin salts and the mineral acids. H. D. Gray, of New 
colors, if tasefully arranged, present a pleasing sight and York, was the only exhibitor of sulphur, which he imports 
attract more attention than almost any other in this depart- and refines, our own immense sulphur deposits not yet 
ment. This is particularly true of the exhibit of C. T. Ray- being worked, although magnificent specimens of pure na
nolds & Co., of this city, well known from their customary tive American sulphur are to be seen in the United States 
display at the American Institute. Government building. When we shall be independent of 

Directly opposite to Raynolds & Co.'s is the no less attract- Italy for our supply of sulphur is only a question of time 
ive display of Harrison Brothers & Co., of Philadelphia. In and transportation. 
the center rises a tall pyramid surrounded by bright miner- Nickel salts, batteries, and specimens of nickel plating on 
al colors. In a cast. near it is a pile of wood on which are iron, brass, and tin are exhibited here by Condit; but the 
arranged the products derived from the wood by dry distilla- display of nickel and cobalt with the ore� and salts, by J. 
tion: pyroligneous acid, wood spirits, methyl alcohol, acetic Wharton, in the metallurgical section farther north, is still 
acid, white, gray, and brown sngar of lead, charcoal. etc. more interesting. 
Then come some bones, with a group of the necessary chem- There is no end of stale and uninteresting specialties distri
icals for converting them into home-made fertilizers. There buted through this section, purely for advertising purposes; 
too are beautiful lakes, paints for brickwork, moist colors they are of no chemical value, although in some few cases a 
for paper staining, and lastly white lead, with the best illus- knowledge of chemistry has been invoked in their prepara 
nation that we have seen of the process of manufacture tion. We refer to soaps, blacking, varnishes, perfumery, 
known as the" Dutch method." First we have the ore, ga- baking powders, mucilage, and printing and writing inks. 
lena; then the metallic lead cut into grates, or buckles, as The ink competition seems as lively a.s any, although one 
they are technically called; then the pots, resembling ordin- manufacturer claims to supply nine tenths or more of all the 
ary red flower pots, with the grate!! in them; then a bed banks and offices, l eaving a small field for other makers. 
of tan bark, in which the pots are set while the conversion Dr. J. S. C. Rowland. of Philadelphia, exhibits an indelible 
takes place; and finally pots as they come from the tan, canceling ink which he claims has been adopted by the 
fllled with white lead, still preserving the shape of the orig- United States post office department. We omitted to men
nal grates, and adhering loosely to the undecomposed lead tion last week an indelible black ink exhibited by Black
within. wood, John, & Co., London, under the name of jetoline. It 

Another first class display of paints and varnishes is made consists of chloride of aniline, chlorate of potash, and chlo 
by John Lucas & Co., of Philadelphia, Pa. It embraces, ride of the rare metal vanadium, and is in fact a kind of an· 
among other things, zinc ores, spelter, white lead pots, and iUne black. 
buckles, sugar of lead, gums, kauri, dammar, cop ai, shellac, To return to the pharmaceutical and rarer chemical�, like 
etc. They exhibit some bright green paints comparing very those exhibited by Powers & Weightman and Rosengarten, 
favorably with Paris green, but claimed to be free from ar- we find in u.nother part of the chemical section several very 
senic. They have also fitted up a miniature laboratory with good displays. One of the largest, best mounted, and most 
sinl!:, wash bottle, test tubes, filters, funnels. etc. interesting is that of Billings, Clapp, & Co., Boston, the 

The Brooklyn White Lead Works exhibit white lead and manufacturers of the cinchoquinine which has been so 
litharge, also a few pots and buckles. Wetherill & Broth- much analyzed, and about which so many contradictory 
ers, of Philadelphia, exhibit red and white lean, litharge, statements have been circulated. This firm exhibits two 
and the like. Jemett & Son make the usual exhibit of gallons of propylamine, C. HT, HHN, one of those organic 
white lead, as do also some others; but the above will, we ammonias in which an atom of hydrilgen is replaced by the 
think, be found to embrace the principal large exhibits of propyl radical C. HT, just as aniline, C.H" HHN, is ammon
paints and pigments. ia with one of the hydrogen atoms replaced by phenyl, C. 

Nearly allied to the paints are the oils; but as they pos- H., the radical of carbolic acid. The chloride of propyla
sess little or no novelty, we must paes them with mere men- mine is shown in large quantities, as are also the more com
tion. Gest and Atkinson, Cincinnati, 0., draw attention to mon salts such as bromide of ammonium, citrate of iron 
their exhibit of lard, tallow, and oils, by a large boar pure protocarbonate of iron, bromide of potassium and so 
mounted above their case. Cutton seed oil is exhibited by dium, bisulphite of soda (for making the hydrosulphite) 
Boyl & Lewis, Philadelphia. The petroleum oils are fairly valerianate of zinc, and other salts used in medicine. 
represented by the Aladdin Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa., Charles T. White & Go., of New York. make a good exhib
Elaine Oil Company, Charles Pratt & Co., Devoe Manufac· it of pharmaceutical chemicals, including some very fine 
turing Company, Oleophena Oil Company, and others. crystals of strychnin, valerianate of quinine, and other al
Charles Pratt & Co., of New York. exhibit a model of kaloids. Charles Pfizer & Co., also of this city, exhibit 
their works at Hunter's Point, &nd lIpecimeusof petroleum pharmaceutical and chemical products in large aI\d showy 
and its various products. The model, which is on a scale quantities, including refined borax and camphor. Kurl
of t inch to a foot, is very interesting, as saowing Dot only baum & Co., of Philadelphia, exhibit camphor, cream of 
the extent of these particular works-some eight acres-but tartar, chloroform, mefcurial compounds, and the essential 
as giving a faint idea of capital invested and machinery, oils. The finest specimen of crystallized monobromated 
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